**Book Page Bauble**

**Materials Provided:**
- Plastic Bauble
- Curling Ribbon in Assorted Colors
- Book Page Strips

**Needed from home:**
- Scissors or something with hard edge

**Step One:** Decide which color(s) of the ribbon you will use. Cut ribbon into 5 inch (or so) strips.

**Step Two:** Remove the metal top piece of your bauble by squeezing it and gently pulling up.

**Step Three:** Curl ribbons and book page strips so they become curled rather than straight. This can be done by carefully running them along the blade of scissors. You could also use your fingernail or something with a hard edge like a credit card.

**Step Four:** Fill the bauble with the curled pieces of ribbon and book pages. Put the metal piece back on the top of the bauble. You are done! Hang as an ornament on a Christmas tree or from a hook, anywhere where a decoration would look nice!

For visual instructions watch the tutorial on the library's YouTube page.

We can't wait to see! If you can, email a picture of your finished craft to attleborokids@sailsinc.org!